We discuss here the name block location process of a messaging system which deals with facsimile images including handwritten items. This process is the first stage of an information extraction task which aims at extracting condensed information from such documents. The approach is based on the use of spatial/visual cues for selecting regions in the image where sender and recipient information can be found, These cues are based on the human visual grouping process. The start of the process is the binary image and its electronic version produced by an OCR system. A document processing stage first extracts layout components at a pseudo word level and detects handwritten components. The electronic version enables the selection of layout components including predefined printed keywords. These layout components are then grouped under spatial constraints to initialize a logical description. The logical objects searched for are the main field headers relative to the sender and the recipient and the sender name. Experimental results on the performance of the approach are presented.
Introduction
Messaging Systems already allow voice, e-mail and facsimile message consulting on a same support and in a unified way. Document, speech and language processing techniques may help to convert messaging systems into intelligent assistants. For instance extracting key information such as sender names or message subjects would enable the recipient to browse quickly through messages and sort them by priority level. Besides messaging systems, there is the general need for accessing the content of document images for effective retrieval and electronic transmission [7] .
We are concerned here with a messaging system called Majordomo which will serve as a telephone attendant [4] .
Dealing with facsimile images or ldocuments attached to emails, the following information can be searched : name, address, fadphone numbers of the sender, name of the recipient, object of the message and date. This enables the recipient to browse quickly through messages which may be especially convenient for remote consultation. We aim here at extracting the location of the name of the sender which may appear in the message box as a text string if printed or as an image if handwrilten.
Extracting specific items from a document image is an information extraction task which requires document understanding. Such a process involves extracting the layout structure of the document searching for layout objects (lines, blocks). Then layout objects are labeled into significant components (logical objects) which constructs the logical structure of the document.
Understanding the structure of business and financial documents such as invoices, forms, business letters, facsimile, needs such layout and logical labeling processes. Traditional methods for extracting logical objects rely on numerical location assumptions. For instance in 131 invoice fields are extracted according to predefined models and to a description of the relationship between a field and its content. In [9] [5] [2] [ 121, systems are trained from sample documents to derive models and corresponding object locations. A matching scheme enables the closest model to be found and to extract logical objects.
In this paper, we do not make strong assumptions about the position of fields as there is a great variance in field positions. Logical objects that are searched for are : main headers (sender-header, recipient-header), the header corresponding to the name (name-header) and the name of the sender (sender-name) which is the final result.
We exploit spatial/visual cues for the extraction of the sender name block location from the fax image and its OCR'd electronic version. These spatial properties exploit the human visual grouping process. Such spatial cues rely on the alignment of We consider here images of fax front covers : field headers are printed but their content may be printed or handwritten. Fax images are of low quality which involves character recognition errors. Layouts are highly variable as they are not normalized. There is a variety for field designation (synonyms) which involves the use of a lexicon. Keywords themselves are homonymous to other words : many candidates will be generated which involves a process for selecting the right ones. This selection of the right candidate for the sender field is based on spatial properties.
Architecture
Before logical labeling, a low level analysis is necessary to extract layout components and discriminate between handwritten and printed ones. This Once the sender and recipient zones are delimited, the name of the sender is searched. Another spatial cue consists in labeling as field content the nearest neighbor component of the field header. And then all aligned components with this nearest neighbor will create a logical object composed of a header and its content. Sometimes the nearest neighbor has to be searched near header name-header instead of header sender-header but the spatial cues are the same (cf. section 3.2). 
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Extraction of recipientlsender main headers
Facsimile images share similar conventions. However there is a large variance in layouts. The location of main headers (recipient, sender) is significantly different for such documents. To retrieve the content of fields, several approaches may be proposed. In [lo] a bottom up approach consists in selecting headers on image criteria, then applying OCR to select the right ones. A top down approach may also be used as in [I] searching first for proper name strings in the electronic version using linguistic criteria, then selecting the recipient name on image criteria. Our approach is also top down as we search for keywords in the electronic version, then we select headers on image criteria. But these criteria do not rely on locations but rather on alignments.
To avoid numerical criteria and implementing a large set of heuristic rules, we rather exploit the symmetry that occurs in most fax front covers between the recipient and sender information. This symmetry implies that sender and recipient fields are both introduced by main headers that define regions where to find sender and recipient information respectively. A general structure for fax front covers can be described as : field headers are aligned and field content is in the neighborhood of its header.
The strategy exploiting these cues consists in grouping pseudo words under spatial constraints to form the logical pair, i .e. the right pair of main headers. Only pseudo words which contain a keyword belonging to the lexicon and to one of the logical classes sender-class and recipient-class are candidates for this grouping process. The spatial constraints are inspired from perceptive grouping : alignment (principle of direction continuity), proximity and similarity. This scheme has been used in document analysis to group layout components into objects of higher level [8] . [6] also uses both visual and keyword detection for the logical labeling of scientific papers.
The visual constraints used are : main headers are aligned horizontally or vertically. Alignments are checked from the position of the bounding boxes of layout components.
This grouping enables logical pair candidates to be formed. A score is computed for each candidate pair to select the best hypotheses. The score is computed as follows : the more the position of the header is on the left of the layout component, the higher the score and the score lowers when the position of the header reaches the extreme upper or the lower part of the image. High scored hypotheses are kept for further analysis.
Each hypothesis enables main headers to be extracted corresponding to the sender and the recipient respectively. These main headers form the logical pair and enable the delimitation of two regions in the image where potential sender and recipient information can be found. Two layout configurations are considered : one or two columns ( figure  3) This approach enables the position of the logical pair in the image to be found without assuming an a priori location of the main headers. In the case the logical pair is not found (Ocr errors, headers exist but are not aligned, headers do not exist) an alternative strategy consists in generating the sender region from one header only, belonging to class sender-class. 
Sender name extraction
The name of the sender can be found in the sender region around object sender-header. The sender name, can be accessed directly through the main header or indirectly through a header of (class name-class (figure 4). A header of class name-cla.ss is first searched in the sender region. If it does not exist, the main header of class sender-class and belonging to the logical pair, is considered. The sender name can be found in header neighborhood. This neighborhood is a region which lies to the right and under the header itself. Location of header content has also a great variance so that proximity is the visual cue used to find layout components corresponding to header content. logical pair was found which means that the method detected the lack of symmetry for sender and recipient information. This could be used for classifying facsimile images into letter-like and form-like documents.
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Figure 4 : example of a visual hierarchy
To retrieve header content, the pseudo word, the nearest neighbor of the header component is searched. As the logical object sender-name can be included in one or more layout components, the nearest neighbor is considered as an anchor point which is grouped to other layout components to build an alignment. This process enables the retrieval of contents not necessarily aligned with the header.
Experiments
First experiments have been performed on a sample of 130 fax images. This sample contains fax front covers with preprinted fields. For these sample documents, 76 % of the existing logical pairs were accurately extracted and 80% of the sender-name objects were accurately located. Missed logical pairs are due to document skew and to missed headers because of Ocr segmentationhecognition errors. In a few cases, headers are not aligned and the alternative strategy is triggered which improves the extraction of sender names by 4% compared to the extraction of logical pairs.
In this experiment, we considered all highly scored hypotheses for logical pairs : typically one, sometimes two hypotheses are generated for one image. 80 % of correct logical pairs are top choice results.
The result is the sender name location in the image. If this name is printed, the text string can be provided. If the name is handwritten, the image of the name can be provided for instance through a structured html file that can be visualized even on a little screen (figure 7). 
Conclusion
We have described an analysis procedure which aims at extracting the location of the sender name from a fax image and its OCR'd version. These images are fax front covers which may include handwritten items. As layout variance is high, we avoid numerical criteria by exploiting visual/spatial cues such as symmetry, proximity, and alignment. This enables us to associate main headers into logical pairs and to retrieve their content. Language processing is reduced to the extraction of predefined keywords. It could be extended to language identification in order to load the appropriate lexicon. The processing of letter-like faxes will need deeper language processing such as proper name detection.
Finally, the use of HCR (handwritten character recognition) and name data bases will result in the recognition of handwritten names.
